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Abstract
Among the solutions of string theory and supergravity which preserve some fraction of supersymmetry,
the best known are those that leave one half of the supersymmetry unbroken, and there is a large
number of field theory models with this pattern of supersymmetry breaking. However, a lot of brane
configurations exist which preserve only 1/4, 1/8 or more exotic fractions of supersymmetry, and field
theory side of these systems remains largely unexplored. To find whether the formalism of nonlinear
realizations is useful in construction of models of this type, we consider the systems of some N0 scalar
and vector N = 1, d = 3 Goldstone supermultiplets. We find that it is possible to construct an
SO(N0) invariant theory of N0 scalar multiplets with N0 broken supersymmetries. For N0 = 3 or
N0 ≥ 5 its action is not of Nambu-Goto type and its structure remains universal for arbitrary N0.
The cases of N0 = 1, 2 correspond to the membranes in D = 4 and D = 5, respectively, while for
N0 = 4 some arbitrariness in the action remains, and with proper choice of parameters, it is possible
to obtain the action of the membrane in D = 7 in the bosonic limit. It is also shown that the SO(N0)
invariant action of N0 vector multiplets with 1/N0 pattern of supersymmetry breaking does not exist
for arbitrary N0.
1 Introduction
Studies of systems with partial spontaneous breaking of global supersymmetry make up an important
branch of all supersymmetry studies. Systems with PBGS play an important role in string theory
and supergravity where a lot of solutions that satisfy the BPS condition and preserve some fraction of
supersymmetry can be found. The best known solutions preserve one half of the supersymmetry and
comprise the brane scan [1, 2, 3]. For many of these solutions (D-branes, p-branes) the effective actions,
superfield or component, which can be determined by the invariance with respect to both broken and
unbroken supersymmetries, are known. However, there are a lot of other solutions with different patterns
of supersymmetry breaking, which correspond to intersecting branes. Solutions were found that preserve
the n/32 fraction of supersymmetry, where n = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 16 (see [4], where also the 3/4 fraction
was proposed, and references therein). For systems with these patterns of breaking, the effective actions
are much less known. These include particles with tensorial central charges [5, 6, 7], but attempts to
construct field theory actions were only briefly outlined and were not truly successful [8]. The κ-symmetric
theories with the 3/4 and even the n−1
n
patterns of breaking can be found in [9, 10]. Thus, it would be
of interest to try to employ the formalism of nonlinear realizations to construct component actions for
systems with unusual patterns of supersymmetry breaking extending the ideas of works [11], [12].
The idea of constructing component actions of theories with partial breaking of supersymmetry is
related to the fact that one can realize transformations of the superspace coordinates, Goldstone fermions
and, optionally, Goldstone bosons by multiplications in some coset space. If the field and coordinate
transformations are to form the standard extended Poincare´ superalgebra, one can parameterize the
coset space in such a way that the transformations of superspace coordinates have standard form, the
transformations of the fermionic superfields mimic those of the Volkov-Akulov field [13], [14] and the
odd coordinates of the superspace do not transform with respect to broken supersymmetry. Thus, the
first component of the Goldstone fermionic superfield also transforms according to the Volkov-Akulov
law, while the bosonic components remain inert with respect to broken supersymmetry. As a result, one
can construct a broken supersymmetry invariant action with arbitrary bosonic limit by covariantizing
integration measure and derivatives and adding the Wess-Zumino terms and then fix the action completely
by invariance with respect to unbroken supersymmetry. One can note that this scheme does not explicitly
depend on the number of supersymmetries involved, as it is easy to construct the Volkov-Akulov action
for an arbitrary number of Goldstone fermions.
To check feasibility of this idea, it would be desirable to study the simplest possible field theoretic
models which realize patterns of supersymmetry breaking different from 1/2. Thus, we do not concentrate
on the already known systems of branes with unusual amounts of preserved supersymmetry but study
the three-dimensional models with one unbroken N = 1 supersymmetry and some N0 number of sponta-
neously broken supersymmetries, which are realized by the shifts of the Goldstone fermionic fields. Two
separate cases can be studied as the Goldstone fermions can belong to either scalar or vector multiplets.
2 Basic formulae
Let us begin the study with the system of some N0 scalar multiplets. The superalgebra under con-
sideration is a direct sum of N0 + 1 copies of N = 1, d = 3 superalgebra, with some central charges
Zi: {
Qα, Qβ
}
= 2
(
σA
)
αβ
PA,
{
Siα, S
j
β
}
= 2δij
(
σA
)
αβ
PA,
{
Qα, S
i
β
}
= 2ǫαβZ
i. (1)
Here, α, β, . . . = 1, 2 and A,B, . . . = 0, 1, 2 are SO(1, 2) Majorana spinor and vector indices, respectively,
and i = 1, . . . , N0. The σ-matrices, used here, satisfy the property(
σA
)
αγ
(
σB
)γβ
= ηABδβα + ǫ
ABC
(
σC
)β
α
, ǫABC = ǫ[ABC], ǫ012 = 1. (2)
Spinor and vector indices are raised and lowered by the tensors
ǫαβ = −ǫβα, ǫαγǫγβ = δβα, ǫ12 = −ǫ12 = 1, (ǫαβ)† = ǫαβ , ηAB = diag
(
1,−1,−1). (3)
The algebra (1) can also be extended by Lorenz SO(1, 2) and SO(N0) generators, which together form
the algebra of external automorphisms of (1).
We consider spontaneous breaking of N = N0 +1, d = 3 supersymmetry to N = 1, d = 3, with so far
arbitrary N0. For this purpose, it is natural to parameterize the coset element as
g = eix
APAeθ
αQαeψ
iαSi
αeiq
iZi . (4)
Here, xA and θα are the usual coordinates of the N = 1, d = 3 superspace, while qi and ψiα are the
N = 1, d = 3 superfields that depend on xA, θα. The invariant Maurer-Cartan forms can now be easily
calculated as
g−1dg = i△xAPA + dθαQα + dψiαSiα + i△qiZi,
where △xA = dxA + i(dθα θβ + dψiαψiβ)(σA)
αβ
, △qi = dqi + 2idθαψiα. (5)
Transformations in the coset space (4) are supposed to be induced by the left multiplication, g0g = g
′h,
where h is the element of small subgroup, which contains Lorentz and SO(N0) generators. In the most
interesting cases, unbroken and broken supersymmetries, h = 1:
gQ = e
ǫαQα ⇒ δQθα = ǫα, δQxA = iǫαθβ
(
σA
)
αβ
, δQψ
αi = 0, δQq
i = 0,
gS = e
εiαSi
α ⇒ δSψαi = εαi, δSxA = iεαiψβi
(
σA
)
αβ
, δQθ
α = 0, δQq
i = iεiαθ
α. (6)
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Using the invariant forms △xA and dθα, one can establish a set of derivatives, which are covariant
with respect to N0 + 1 supersymmetries:
∇A =
(
E−1
)
A
B∂B , EA
B = δBA + i∂Aψ
iµψiν
(
σB
)
µν
,
∇α = Dα − i∇αψiµψiν
(
σB
)
µν
∂B, Dα =
∂
∂θα
− iθβ(σC)
αβ
∂C . (7)
The derivatives (7) satisfy the following commutation relations:{∇α,∇β} = −2i(σA)αβ∇A − 2i∇αψjµ∇βψjν(σC)µν∇C ,[∇A,∇α] = −2i∇Aψjµ∇αψjν(σB)µν∇B , (8)[∇A,∇B] = 2i∇Aψjµ∇Bψjν(σB)µν∇B.
As the dθα and △qi differential forms are covariant with respect to both supersymmetries, the dθα
projection of △qi can be put to zero:
dθα
(∇αqi + 2iψiα) = 0 ⇒ ψiα = i2∇αqi. (9)
Thus, the fermionic Goldstone fields are not independent and can be expressed in terms of the derivatives
of the Goldstone bosons. This is an example of the inverse Higgs effect [15].
Studying the ∇β derivative of relation (9), we find that the spinorial derivatives of ψαi are also
constrained:
∇αψiβ +∇βψiα =
i
2
{∇α,∇β}qi = (σC)αβ∇Cqi +∇αψjµ∇βψjν (σC)µν∇Cqi. (10)
Substituting here ∇αψiβ as a sum of its antisymmetric and symmetric parts,
∇αψiβ = ǫαβAi +
1
2
(
σC
)
αβ
J iC , (11)
we find that the Ai superfields are not constrained by equation (10), while the vectors J iA satisfy the
nonlinear equation
J iA =
(
1 +AkAk − 1
4
JkCJ
Ck
)
∇Aqi + 1
2
JkAJ
Bk∇Bqi − ǫABC∇BqiJmCAm. (12)
3 Broken supersymmetry
The components of N0 scalar N = 1, d = 3 multiplets can be found as the first components of each of
the mentioned superfields:
qi = qi|θ→0, ψiα = ψiα|θ→0, Ai = Ai|θ→0, J iA = J iA|θ→0. (13)
Relation (12) for the components implies
J iA =
(
1 +AkAk − 1
4
JkCJ
Ck
)
DAqi + 1
2
JkAJ
BkDBqi − ǫABCDBqiJmC Am. (14)
Here, EAB = EAB |θ→0 and DA =
(E−1)
A
B∂B is the usual broken supersymmetry covariant derivative,
which acts on the components. Indeed, as θα do not transform under broken supersymmetry, the active
transformation laws δ⋆Sf = δSf |→0 − δxA|→0∂Af of the components read
δ⋆Sq
i = −UC∂Cqi, δ⋆Sψiα = εiα − UC∂Cψiα, δ⋆SAi = −UC∂CAi,
δ⋆SJ
i
A = −UC∂CJ iA, UA = iεkµψkν
(
σA
)
µν
. (15)
It is now easy to check that
δ⋆SEAB = −∂AUCECB − UC∂CEAB, δ⋆S
(E−1)
A
B = DAUB − UC∂C
(E−1)
A
B,
δ⋆SDAqi = −UC∂CDAqi, δ⋆S det E = −∂C
(
UC det E). (16)
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As one can recognize Ai as auxiliary components of the scalar multiplets, some covariant equations of
motion should be provided for them (or, equivalently, some terms in the Lagrangian that contain these
fields and are invariant with respect to broken supersymmetry and the shifts of the fields qi). Moreover,
the terms in both cases should be dimensionless and Lorentz invariant. The number of terms that satisfy
these requirements is very large. To simplify the consideration, let us assume that all the terms in the
Lagrangian are also SO(N0) covariant. Then one can still construct many invariant terms, such as A
iAi,
AiDBqiDBqjAj and terms with higher powers of DAqi, but if no odd powers of Ai are present in the
action, they lead to the homogeneous equation of motion of Ai, which implies simply Ai = 0. If one wants
to avoid explicit breaking of SO(N0) invariance, it is not possible to construct a term containing odd
powers of Ai for arbitrary N0. Thus, we remove A
i from equation (14) by taking Ai = 0 as an equation of
motion. However, the invariant linear term ∼ ǫABCDAqiDBqjDCqkǫijklAl can be constructed for N0 = 4,
and this case should be studied separately.
The component approach to the actions with partial spontaneous breaking of supersymmetry involves
the construction of the ansatz for the action invariant with respect to broken supersymmetry, and fixing
of remaining arbitrariness by demanding its invariance with respect to unbroken supersymmetry. Using
the transformations (16), it is easy to check that the term
L0 = − det E F
(
Tr d,Tr d2,Tr d3
)
, dAB = DAqiDBqi,
Tr d = dA
A, Tr d2 = dA
BdB
A, Tr d3 = dA
BdB
CdC
A, (17)
transforms with respect to broken supersymmetry as
δ⋆SL0 = −∂C
(
UCL0
)
. (18)
The Wess-Zumino term LWZ whose variation with respect to broken supersymmetry contains, in addition
to −∂K
(
UKLWZ
)
, another full derivative, could also be constructed. Indeed, one can check that
LWZ = i det E ǫABCDAqiDBqj
(
ψiαDCψjα − ψjαDCψiα
) ⇒
δ⋆SLWZ = −∂K
(
UKLWZ
)
+ i det E ǫABCDAqiDBqj
(
εiαDCψjα − εjαDCψiα
)
=
= −∂K
(
UKLWZ
)
+ i∂C
(
ǫABC∂Aq
i∂Bq
j
(
εiαψjα − εjαψiα
))
. (19)
4 Unbroken supersymmetry
The transformation laws of the first components of the superfields in the case Ai = 0 can be found with
the help of the formula:
δ⋆Qf = ǫ
γDγf |θ→0 = ǫγ∇γf |θ→0 +HC∂Cf, HA = i
2
ǫγψiγJ
Ai +
i
2
ǫABCǫµψiνJ iB
(
σC
)
µν
. (20)
Therefore, the transformations of the basic components qi and ψiα under unbroken supersymmetry read
δ⋆Qq
i = −2iǫγψiγ +HC∂Cqi, δ⋆Qψiα =
1
2
ǫγ
(
σC
)
γ
α J iC +H
C∂Cψ
iα. (21)
The transformations of the most essential ingredients of the action can now be calculated in a straight-
forward way:
δ⋆QEAB = HM∂MEAB + ∂AHM EMB − iǫγ∂AψiγJ iB − iǫµ∂Aψiν
(
σD
)
µν
J iC ǫ
BCD,
δ⋆Q det E = ∂M
(
HM det E)− i det EǫγDCψiγJ iC − i det EǫµDBψiν(σD)µνJ iC ǫBCD, (22)
δ⋆QDAqi = −2iǫγDAψiγ + iǫγDAψkγJkBDBqi + iǫµDAψkν
(
σD
)
µν
JkC DBqi ǫBCD +HM∂MDAqi.
The variation of the action under unbroken supersymmetry transformations is a combination of vari-
ations of the main part and of the Wess-Zumino term. Let us study them separately.
As the transformation laws of the DAqi explicitly contain J iA and it is not possible to solve equation
(14) for J iA in a convenient way, let us present the main part of the action as a function of J
i
A:
L0 = − detE F˜
(
TrX,TrX2,TrX3
)
, XAB = J
i
AJ
i
B,
TrX = XA
A, TrX2 = XA
BXB
A, TrX3 = XA
BXB
CXC
A. (23)
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This makes sense as equation (14) is linear with respect to DAqi and can be solved in a straightforward
way:
J iA = MA
BDBqi, MAB =
(
1− 1
4
TrX
)
δBA +
1
2
XA
B ⇒ DAqi =
(
M−1
)
A
BJ iB, (24)
DAqi = 1
detM
[(
1 +
1
16
(
TrX
)2 − 1
8
TrX2
)
J iA −
1
2
(
1 +
1
4
TrX
)
XA
BJ iB +
1
4
(
X2
)
A
BJ iB
]
,
detM = 1− 1
4
TrX +
1
16
(
TrX
)2
+
1
192
(
TrX
)3 − 1
8
TrX2 − 1
32
TrXTrX2 +
1
24
TrX3.
Using this formula, one can express Tr d, Tr d2, Tr d3 in terms of TrX , TrX2, TrX3, and also find the
variations of Tr d, Tr d2, Tr d3 in terms of J iA. Then the transformation laws of TrX , TrX
2, TrX3 under
unbroken supersymmetry can be found as a solution of the system of linear equations:
δ⋆QTr d =
∂Tr d
∂TrX
δ⋆QTrX +
∂Tr d
∂TrX2
δ⋆QTrX
2 +
∂Tr d
∂TrX3
δ⋆QTrX
3,
δ⋆QTr d
2 =
∂Tr d2
∂TrX
δ⋆QTrX +
∂Tr d2
∂TrX2
δ⋆QTrX
2 +
∂Tr d2
∂TrX3
δ⋆QTrX
3, (25)
δ⋆QTr d
3 =
∂Tr d3
∂TrX
δ⋆QTrX +
∂Tr d3
∂TrX2
δ⋆QTrX
2 +
∂Tr d3
∂TrX3
δ⋆QTrX
3.
The most practical way to perform this calculation is to use a computer analytical calculation package
such as Mathematica. The result, however, is too complicated to be written explicitly. One can still note
that 1) terms with HA are combined into full divergence ∂A
(
HAL0
)
regardless of the explicit form of
the function F˜ and 2) the variation of det EF˜ can be written as a sum of six linearly independent terms
with coefficients that depend on F˜ and its derivatives:
det EǫαDAψiαJ iA, det EǫαDAψiαXABJ iB , det EǫαDAψiα
(
X2
)AB
J iB,
det EǫαDAψiβ
(
σD
)
αβ
J iCǫ
CDA, det EǫαDBψiβXBA
(
σD
)
αβ
J iCǫ
CDA, (26)
det EǫαDBψiβ
(
X2
)B
A
(
σD
)
αβ
J iCǫ
CDA.
The terms in the first line can not be combined into full divergence, even in the first approximation in the
fermions and when rewritten as functions of ∂Aq
i. Therefore, their coefficients should vanish completely.
This condition is strong enough to determine the function F˜ up to a numerical multiplier; we normalize
it as
F˜ = −
2
(
1− 14TrX
)2
detM
. (27)
The variation of the main part of the Lagrangian, up to full divergence, can now be written as
δ⋆QL0 = 2i
det E
detM
(
1− 1
4
TrX
)
ǫαDAψiβMBA
(
σD
)
αβ
J iCǫ
BCD. (28)
The variation of the Wess-Zumino term (19)
LWZ = iǫABC∂Aqi∂Bqj
(
ψiα∂Cψ
j
α − ψjα∂Cψiα
)
(29)
with respect to unbroken supersymmetry can be written as
δ⋆QLWZ = 2iǫABC∂Aδ⋆Qqi ∂Bqj
(
ψαi∂Cψ
j
α − ψαj∂Cψiα
)
+ 2iǫABC∂Aq
i∂Bq
j∂C
(
ψiαδ⋆Qψ
j
α
)
+
+4iǫABC∂Aq
i∂Bq
jδ⋆Qψ
iα ∂Cψ
j
α =
= 2iǫABC∂A
[
δ⋆Qq
i ∂Bq
j
(
ψαi∂Cψ
j
α − ψαj∂Cψiα
)]
+ 2iǫABC∂Aq
i∂Bq
j∂C
(
ψiαδ⋆Qψ
j
α
)
+
+4iǫABC
[
HM∂Mq
i ∂Aq
j∂Bψ
iα∂Cψ
j
α + ∂Aq
i ∂Bq
j HM∂Mψ
iα ∂Cψ
j
α
]−
−2iǫABC∂Aqi ∂Bqj ǫα
(
σD
)
αβ
∂Cψ
jβJ iD + 8ǫ
ABCǫβψiβ ∂Aq
j ∂Bψ
iα∂Cψ
j
α. (30)
Looking at this result, one can note that only the last line is essential as terms with HM can be proven
to vanish due to the identity ǫABCHM = ǫMBCHA+ ǫAMCHB + ǫABMHC , and the other two terms are
just total divergences.
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The first term in the last line of (30) can be transformed further. Restoring det E and the covariant
derivatives in it and taking into account that DAqi =
(
M−1
)
A
B J iB, one can find that
i det EǫABCDAqiDBqjǫα
(
σD
)
αβ
DCψjβJ iD = i
det E
detM
ǫABCJ iAJ
i
DJ
j
Bǫ
α
(
σD
)
αβ
MC
KDKψjβ =
= 2i det EǫABCDBqjǫα
(
σA
)
αβ
DCψjβ + 2i det E
detM
(
1− 1
4
TrX
)
ǫABCǫαJ iA
(
σB
)
αβ
MC
KDKψjβ . (31)
Here, we used the fact that J iA J
i
D = XAD = 2MAD − 2
(
1 − 14TrX
)
ηAD. Moreover, the term with the
derivative of qi is combined with the last term in the last line of (30) into full divergence:
−4iǫABC∂Bqjǫα
(
σK
)
αβ
EAK∂Cψjβ + 8ǫABCǫβψiβ ∂Aqj ∂Bψiα∂Cψjα =
= −4iǫABC(σA)αβǫα∂Cψjβ ∂Bqj − 2ǫABC∂Bqjǫα∂A(ψiλψiλ)∂Cψjα. (32)
Therefore, the variation of the Wess-Zumino term (30), up to the total derivative, could be written
just as
δ⋆QLWZ = −4i
det E
detM
(
1− 1
4
TrX
)
ǫABCǫαJ iA
(
σB
)
αβ
MC
KDKψiβ . (33)
Therefore, the combination L0 + 1/2LWZ is invariant with respect to unbroken supersymmetry.
5 Comments on the general action
The action of N0 scalar N = 1, d = 3 supermultiplets, which is invariant with respect to one unbroken
and N0 spontaneously broken supersymmetries as well as the SO(N0) group, reads
S = −
∫
d3xdet E
2
(
1− 14TrX
)2
detM
+
i
2
∫
d3x det E ǫABCDAqiDBqj
(
ψiαDCψjα − ψjαDCψiα
)
. (34)
Its structure is uniquely fixed by the mentioned requirements.
It is worth noting that (34) actually depends on q, not on J , while rewriting it in terms of DAqi is
not easy in general. This can be done most easily in the particular cases of N0 = 1 and N0 = 2, when
relation (14) can be solved for J iA analytically. For N0 = 1, we find the action of the membrane in d = 4:
JA =
(
1− 1
4
JBJ
B
)DAq + 1
2
JAJ
BDBq ⇒ DAq = JA
1 + 14JBJ
B
, JA =
2DAq
1 +
√
1−DBqDBq
,
SN0=1 = −
∫
d3xdet E
(
1 +
√
1−DAqDAq
)
. (35)
These formulae can be obtained by setting TrX2 =
(
TrX
)2
, TrX3 =
(
TrX
)3
in the general formulae
above. This result, obviously, coincides with one obtained in [11].
For N0 = 2, one still can express TrX
3 in terms of the traces of the lower powers of X by noting that
detX = 0. Therefore, introducing the notation
q1 = q + q¯, q2 = i(q − q¯), ψ1α =
1√
2
(
ψα + ψ¯α
)
, ψ2α =
i√
2
(
ψα − ψ¯α
)
, (36)
we obtain exactly the component action of the membrane in D = 5 [12]:
SN0=2 = −2
∫
d3x det E 1−
1
4TrX
1 + 116
(
TrX
)2 − 18TrX2 +
+
i
2
∫
d3x det E ǫABCDAqiDBqj
(
ψiαDCψjα − ψjαDCψiα
)
=
= −
∫
d3x det E(1 +√det (ηAB − 2DAqDB q¯ − 2DAq¯DBq))−
−2i
∫
d3x det E ǫABCDAqDB q¯
(
ψαDC ψ¯α − ψ¯αDCψα
)
. (37)
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Thus, this action is invariant with respect to additional hidden unbroken N = 1, d = 3 supersymmetry
and we again deal with breaking of just one half of the supersymmetry.
For N0 ≥ 3, the effects of the unusual fraction of supersymmetry breaking become nontrivial and
the action (34) can not be written in standard Nambu-Goto form,
√
det
(
ηAB −DAqiDBqi
)
is not even
a rational fraction in J . While it is not possible to solve equation (14) for J iA
(DBqj) for general N0
in closed form, one still can reduce the problem to one scalar equation and obtain the general matrix
structure. Let us slightly rewrite equation (14) as
J iA = ΛDAqi +
1
2
JkAJ
BkDBqi, Λ = 1− 1
4
JkCJ
Ck (38)
and use Λ as a parameter. Now substituting J iA =MA
B
(
d
)DBqi,
(1
2
MA
BdBCM
CD −MAD + ΛδAD
)
DDqi = 0. (39)
If N0 ≥ 3, this equation implies that the matrix in brackets is zero. Also noting that M and d commute,
one can solve this simple quadratic equation. The solution, which is not singular when DBqi → 0, is
MA
B = 2Λ
( 1
1 +
√
1− 2Λd
)
A
B. (40)
As TrM = 3 − 14J iAJAi = 2 + Λ, the parameter Λ can be found as a function of DAqi by solving the
equation
2 + Λ = 2ΛTr
( 1
1 +
√
det(1− 2Λd)
)
. (41)
Finally, one can explicitly write the bosonic part of the general Lagrangian (34) as
L = − 1
4Λ
det
(
1 +
√
1− 2Λd). (42)
Unfortunately, it is not known how to solve equation (41) nonperturbatively. The function Λ and the
bosonic Lagrangian still can be written as power series
Λ = 1 +
[
− 1
4
Tr d
]
+
[
− 1
4
Tr d2 +
1
8
(
Tr d
)2]
+
[
− 5
16
Tr d3 +
5
16
Tr d2 Tr d− 5
64
(
Tr d
)3]
+
+
[
− 1
32
(
Tr d2
)2 − 11
96
Tr dTr d3 +
7
64
Tr d2
(
Tr d
)2 − 7
384
(
Tr d
)4]
+ . . . , (43)
L = −2 +
[1
2
Tr d
]
+
[1
4
Tr d2 − 1
8
(
Tr d
)2]
+
[ 1
24
(
Tr d
)3 − 3
16
Tr dTr d2 +
5
24
Tr d3
]
+
+
[ 7
384
(
Tr d
)4 − 3
32
(
Tr d
)2
Tr d2 +
1
32
(
Tr d2
)2
+
1
12
Tr dTr d3
]
+ . . .
6 Special case N0 = 4
As mentioned before, the case N0 = 4 offers a specific possibility of combining SO(N0) invariance with
the nontrivial equation of motion for the auxiliary field. We assume that this equation can be cast into
the form
Ai = ΦǫABCǫijklJjAJ
k
BJ
l
C . (44)
Let us note that up to the function Φ this relation is the most general possible, as J iBA
i = 0 for (44) and
it can not be multiplied by matrices like JAmJ iA. Indeed, such a multiplication leads to the expression
J iAJ
j
BJ
k
CJ
l
Dǫ
ijkl = 0, (45)
being antisymmetric in A,B,C,D. The property J iBA
i = 0 also simplifies the relation between J iA and
DBqi:
J iA = M˜A
BDBqi, M˜AB =
(
1− 1
4
TrX + 36Φ2 detX
)
δBA +
1
2
XA
B , (46)
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as the ǫABC-term is now absent.
With the ǫijkl symbol at hand, one can construct one more Wess-Zumino term in addition to the
general one (19):
LWZ2 = i det E ǫABCǫijklDAqiDBqjψkαDCψlα. (47)
The proof of its invariance with respect to broken supersymmetry is completely analogous to the proof of
invariance of the general term (19). The ansatz for the Lagrangian in the case N0 = 4, therefore, reads
LN0=4 = − det EF (J) + 2iC1 det E ǫABCDAqiDBqjψiαDCψjα + iC2 det E ǫABCǫijklDAqiDBqjψkαDCψlα.
(48)
Unbroken supersymmetry transformations can be treated using the same idea as in the previous
section. The transformation laws of qi and ψiα under unbroken supersymmetry now read
δ⋆Qq
i = −2iǫγψiγ + H˜C∂Cqi, δ⋆Qψiα =
1
2
ǫγ
(
σC
)
γ
α J iC − ǫαΦǫijklǫABCJjAJkBJ lC + H˜C∂Cψiα,
H˜A = −iΦǫµψiνǫijklǫPQRJjPJkQJ lR
(
σA
)
µν
+
i
2
ǫγψiγJ
Ai +
i
2
ǫABCǫµψiνJ iB
(
σC
)
µν
. (49)
New linearly independent terms appear in the variation of the action, in addition to (26):
ǫABCǫijklJjAJ
k
BJ
l
Cǫ
µ
(
σK
)
µν
DKψkν , ǫABCǫijklJjAJkBJ lCǫµ
(
σK
)
µν
DLψkνXLK ,
ǫABCǫijklJjAJ
k
BJ
l
Cǫ
µ
(
σK
)
µν
DLψkν
(
X2
)L
K
.
Subsequent analysis in the lowest approximation in fermions shows that to make the system invariant
with respect to unbroken supersymmetry, the following two conditions should be satisfied:
F =
1
det M˜
(
4C1
(
1− 1
4
TrX
)2
+ 18 detXΦ
(
C2 + 8C1
)(
1− 1
4
TrX
))
, (50)
−C2 + C1Φ
(
24− 6TrX + 864 detXΦ2) = 0.
In contrast to the usual case, the Lagrangian is not a rational function of the J iA variables and the
constants that accompany the Wess-Zumino terms are not fixed (one of them is irrelevant as it would be
fixed by properly normalizing the action). With the special choice of the constants, one can find that the
bosonic limit of Lagrangian is the one of the membrane in D = 7:
C1 =
1
2
, C2 = ±1
2
⇒ L ∼ −1−
√
det
(
δBA − ∂Aqi∂Bqi
)
. (51)
In this case, one can expect enhancement of unbroken supersymmetry.
7 Vector multiplets?
Obviously, one can dualize the scalar fields in the action (34) and obtain the action of N0 electromagnetic
fields. However, to properly check that the resulting system possesses broken and unbroken supersym-
metries, it is desirable to construct it from the first principles. This, however, appears to be problematic.
The standard N = 1, d = 3 vector multiplet in the case of one spontaneously broken supersymmetry
is described by a spinor superfield ψα subjected to the irreducibility condition ∇αψα = 0 [16]. It is
natural to generalize this condition to the case of N0 broken supersymmetries as ∇αψαi = 0.
It is worth noting that if one wishes to keep N0 arbitrary and the whole system SO(N0) invariant, it
is not possible to modify this relation. Indeed, one can try to introduce some function of ∇αψβj to the
right-hand side. Let us note that this function should depend on the traceless part of∇αψβj , as the terms
with trace parts are combined into the term N ij∇αψαj and the matrix N ij can be factorized out. As
terms with structure N ij∇αψαj should be avoided, the only candidate cubic term ∇αψβk∇βψγk∇γψαi
is zero as ∇αψβk∇βψγk ∼ δγα if ∇αψβk, ∇βψγk are traceless. The terms with higher powers of ∇αψβk
also reduce to zero for the same reasons.
It turns out, however, that the introduced condition is not consistent. It should be used to find the
proper Bianchi identity for the field strength. In the bosonic limit it leads to the following condition on
the bosonic component of the multiplet:
∇β∇β∇αψαi = 0 ⇒
{∇α,∇β}∇αψiβ + fermions = 0. (52)
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In the vector notation the first component of (52) reads
∂AV
Ai
(
1− 1
4
V jBV
Bj
)
+
1
2
V AjV Bj∂AV
i
B = 0, ∇αψiβ |θ→0 =
1
2
(
σA
)
αβ
V iA. (53)
Contrary to the expectation, this identity is not equivalent to the usual one ∂AF
Ai = 0 and the incon-
sistency appears already in the cubic approximation in V . Indeed, the last term in identity (53) can be
rewritten as
∂A
(
V AjV BjV iB
)− ∂AV Aj V BjV iB − V AjV Bi∂AV jB. (54)
The first term in (54) contributes to the field strength and the second one can be compensated by
multiplying the identity by a suitable matrix with indices i, j. The last one, however, could not be
compensated unless the equation of motion for the field strength ǫABC∂BV
i
C + . . . = 0 is taken into
account.
The natural way to solve this problem is to assume that the system under consideration can be defined
only on-shell, refuse to use the superfield formalism completely and try to formulate this system in terms
of fermionic fields and vector potentials. However, even this approach, with some moderate assumptions,
seems to be unable to produce the correct transformation laws.
To find the transformation laws of fermions and vector potentials, a good starting point would be
to consider broken supersymmetry. It would be natural to keep the broken supersymmetry transforma-
tion law of the fermions, obtained within the coset approach, as it is valid for any number of broken
supersymmetries
δ⋆Sψ
i
α = ε
i
α − UC∂Cψiα, UA = iεjµψjν
(
σA
)
µν
. (55)
As for the vector potential, it is natural to assume that it does not experience an inhomogeneous shift
under broken supersymmetry and its transformation law combines a standard term that is induced by
the variation of the coordinates with a compensating term to make the whole variation gauge invariant:
δ⋆SAiA = UB∂AAiB − UB∂BAiA = ǫABCUBFCi, FAi = ǫABC∂BAiC . (56)
The algebra of these transformations closes on both fermions and potentials without any use of the
equations of motion:[
δ⋆S1, δ
⋆
S2
]
ψiα = −2iεµk2 ενk1
(
σA
)
µν
∂Aψ
i
α and
[
δ⋆S1, δ
⋆
S2
]AiA = 2iεµk2 ενk1 (σB)µν(∂AAiB − ∂BAiA).
The commutator of broken supersymmetry transformations, acting on Ai, produces not only a shift
but also a gauge transformation. As the transformation laws of fermions are standard, the broken
supersymmetry covariant derivative should be defined as DA =
(E−1)
A
B∂B. Also note that the quantity
FAi is invariant with respect to broken supersymmetry
FAi =
1
det E EB
AFBi, δ⋆SFAi = −UC∂CFAi. (57)
The next natural point would be to find the general ansatz for unbroken supersymmetry variations,
which would commute with broken supersymmetry. The structure of the fermionic field variation can be
fixed easily by assuming that
[
δ⋆S , δ
⋆
Q
]
ψiα = 0. At first, one can find δ
⋆
Sδ
⋆
Qψ
i
α
δ⋆Sδ
⋆
Qψ
i
α = δ
⋆
Qδ
⋆
Sψ
i
α = −iεjµδ⋆Qψjν
(
σB
)
µν
∂Bψ
i
α − UA∂Aδ⋆Qψiα. (58)
Now it is straightforward to show that
δ⋆S δ̂Qψ
i
α = −UC∂C δ̂Qψiα, δ̂Qψiα = δ⋆Qψiα + iψjµδ⋆Qψjν
(
σB
)
µν
DBψiα. (59)
The quantity δ̂Qψiα is a broken supersymmetry invariant and should be some function of the unbroken
supersymmetry parameter ǫα and the covariantized field strength FAi. The complete variation δ⋆Qψ
i
α can
be expressed in terms of it,
δ⋆Qψ
i
α = δ̂Qψ
i
α −HC∂Cψiα, HA = iψjµδ̂Qψjν
(
σA
)
µν
. (60)
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It again has the usual structure, and the relation
[
δ⋆S , δ
⋆
Q
]
ψiα = 0 is satisfied without any reference to the
equations of motion.
Now its natural to assume that the transformation law of the vector potential can be written as
δ⋆QAiA = δ̂QAiA + ǫABCHBFCi. (61)
Commuting it with the broken supersymmetry law, one can obtain that
[
δ⋆Q, δ
⋆
S
]AiA = −δ⋆S(δ̂QAiA)+ UB∂A(δ̂QAiB)− UB∂B(δ̂QAiA)+ ∂A(UBHCFDiǫBCD). (62)
To close the algebra properly, the right hand side should reduce to a gauge transformation, and the last
term already has this form. To reconstruct δ̂QAiA completely, one should note that the leading term in it
should coincide with the transformation law of A in the free case, δ̂⋆QAiA ≈ iǫαψβi
(
σA
)
αβ
. Thus, relation
(62) should be used to restore higher order fermionic terms in the transformation law.
The ansatz for the transformation law with the most general cubic term that does not assume the
equations of motion could be, up to a gauge transformation, written as
δ̂QAiA = iǫαψβi
(
σA
)
αβ
+ a ǫα∂Aψ
i
α ψ
jβψjβ + b ǫ
αψiβψjα∂Aψ
j
β . (63)
Indeed, for any combination of ǫψiψjψj and the derivative with the external index A one can employ a
gauge transformation to make sure that the derivative acts on the fermion with index j. Then only three
following combinations could be devised:
ǫαψiαψ
jβ∂Aψ
j
β , ǫ
αψiβψjα∂Aψ
j
β , ǫ
αψiβψjβ∂Aψ
j
α. (64)
The third one is algebraically related to two others and can be excluded. Then the first can be integrated
by parts to obtain (63).
Substituting it into (62), one can find that the following equation should be satisfied:
−iǫαεβi(σA)αβ + ǫαεjαψβj∂Aψiβ + ǫαεjβψjα∂Aψiβ −
−2aǫαεjβψjβ∂Aψiα − bǫαεiβψjα∂Aψjβ + bǫαεjαψiβ∂Aψjβ = ∂Af i. (65)
The constant term can be presented as a derivative of −iǫαεβi(σA)αβxA. The term bǫαεiβψjα∂Aψjβ is not
a derivative and has no analogues, and, therefore, b = 0. Finally, representing
ǫαεβjψjα∂Aψ
i
β = ǫ
αεjαψ
jβ∂Aψ
i
β + ǫ
αεβjψjβ∂Aψ
i
α, (66)
one can find that the result is not a full derivative regardless of a. Thus, the commutator of Q and S
transformations, acting on AiA, can not be closed properly. Even the use of the equations of motion could
not help here. The equation of motion of the fermionic field in the lowest approximation implies that
∂Aψ
i
α
(
σA
)
βγ
is symmetric in α, β, γ. As the terms that should be compensated in (65) have a derivative
with index A, we should consider combinations which contain ∂αµψ
j
β
(
σA
)αβ
. Four of them can be found,
ǫαψiβψjβ∂αµψ
j
ν
(
σA
)µν
, ǫαψiαψ
jβ∂βµψ
j
ν
(
σA
)µν
, ǫαψiβψjα∂βµψ
j
ν
(
σA
)µν
, ǫαψjβψjβ∂αµψ
i
ν
(
σA
)µν
. (67)
Their variations, after applying the equation of motion, read
2ǫαεiβψjβ∂Aψ
j
α + 2ǫ
αεjβψiβ∂Aψ
j
α, 2ǫ
αεiαψ
jβ∂Aψ
j
β − 2ǫαεjβψiα∂Aψjβ,
2ǫαεiβψjα∂Aψ
j
β − 2ǫαεjαψiβ∂Aψjβ , 4ǫαεjβψjβ∂Aψiα. (68)
Regardless of arbitrary coefficients taken in front of these combinations, one can not obtain a full derivative
by adding them to (65).
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8 Conclusion
The field theory side of non-half breaking of global supersymmetry remains a relatively unexplored
subject. To test whether it is possible to construct a usual field theory action with various patterns of
supersymmetry breaking, we have considered the systems of multiple scalar and vector N = 1, d = 3
Goldstone superfields.
In a simpler case of N0 scalar superfields, it was determined with the usual method of nonlinear
realizations that N0 fermions enter into the action as the standard Volkov-Akulov matrix EAB = δAB −
iψiα∂Aψ
iβ
(
σB
)
αβ
, as well as the Wess-Zumino term. By assuming overall SO(N0) invariance of the
action, which in the case of arbitrary N0 uniquely selects ∇α∇αqi|θ→0 = 0 as the equation of motion of
the auxiliary field, the unbroken supersymmetry transformation laws were found. They determine the
action uniquely. In the case of N0 = 1 and N0 = 2, they appear to be the usual static gauge Nambu-Goto
actions of the membranes in D = 4 and D = 5, respectively. For N0 ≥ 3 the action is not of Nambu-Goto
type, though its general structure remains universal. Most remarkably, it exists for arbitrary N0. Some
peculiarity appears in the case of N0 = 4 when it is possible to consider the SO(N0) invariant action
with the nontrivial equation of motion of the auxiliary field. This relaxes the requirements on the action
and allows one, with proper choice of the parameters, to obtain the action of the membrane in D = 7 (in
the bosonic limit).
Contrary to the result above, it appears to be impossible to construct an action of an arbitrary number
of vector multiplets, at least SO(N0) invariant one. In this case, one should derive the Bianchi identity
for the field strength as a consequence of the irreducibility conditions, but the only possible condition
implies the identity that could not be brought to the standard form without the use of the equations
of motion. Moreover, further analysis of this system, formulated in terms of the vector potential, shows
that it is not possible to find the transformation law of the potential which would commute with broken
supersymmetry.
As further development of this topic, it would be of interest to construct higher dimensional analogs
of scalar systems, which seems to be a rather plausible possibility. Also, it would be desirable to relax the
requirement of SO(N0) symmetry. When it comes to the vector multiplets, additional possibilities are
to consider the actions for some particular values of N0, as well as hybrid systems that contain scalars
and one or two vector multiplets. Next task could be adaptation of this framework to describe particular
systems with unusual patterns of supersymmetry breaking, which are abundant in the literature. Also,
it would be interesting to construct a superfield action using the ideas of paper [17]. As a last point, it
would be interesting to know whether models for arbitrary N0 admit a string theory interpretation.
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